
Mzee and Owen 
A baby hippopotamus and a hundred and thirty year-old tortoise probably don’t have a lot in 
common, but don’t tell them that. The unlikely pair became friends under the most unusual 
circumstances. 

From Mombasa, Kenya, where Dr. Paula Kahumbu is General Manager of Lafarge Ecosystems 
animal refuge, comes the story of Mzee the ancient tortoise and Owen the orphaned 
hippopotamus.  

Recently, Dr. Kahumbu, walking with her son along the seashore, noticed that the tide had risen 
well above the high water mark and waves were becoming wild and threatening. Fearing that 
their area might be in danger they hurried to their home to find their family anxiously watching 
TV footage of a Tsunami in the Indian Ocean. Within hours it could impact them so they rushed 
to make preparations. 

Thankfully, they were spared from the ugly onslaught but eighty kilometers away in Malindi
unseasonably heavy rains had produced floods, causing a family of hippos to be swept down 

the Sabaki River estuary and out into the sea. 

People from the community braved the crashing 
waves in order to bring the hippos back to shore but  
strong tidal currents carried the herd further out into 
the turbulent water, forcing their would-be rescuers to 
abandon their efforts.

The storm had passed overnight. The next day a 
group of people surveying the damage, noticed a lone 
surviver—a frightened and angry young hippopotamus 
stranded on a nearby reef. 

Angry orphaned hippo



Locals spent hours working tirelessly with ropes, boats, nets and cars to bring the animal to 
safety, but the slippery-skinned hippo defiantly held his ground. Finally, a hefty rugby player 
named Owen tackled him and held on until both could be brought to shore. It was quickly 
decided that the baby hippo should be named Owen, in 
honor of the man who had saved him. 

Soon Owen was on his way to the Haller Park area of the 
sanctuary to blend with other orphaned or abandoned 
animals.

The youngster immediately attached himself to an ancient 
tortoise named Mzee and began following him around the 
preserve grounds. Mzee seemed to accept the 
responsibility that had been placed upon him, and even 
began to show signs of paternal affection.

The relationship between the unusual couple has 
continued to grow. The baby hippo and the hundred 
and thirty year-old tortoise have been featured in 
newspapers and on TV specials around the world. 
They spend their days together in the pond, feeding 
and patrolling. Hundreds of curiosity seekers have 
flocked to the preserve to witness the spectacle of 
the unique pair.

In order for him to socialize with other hippos, Owen will eventually be moved to a larger pond. It 
is not clear whether or not Mzee will easily relinquish his paternal role or try to follow Owen to 
his new location. For now they remain “two odds in a pod,” delighting all who see them.

Owen gets pampered
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Two unique friends show their affection


